Is each line a sentence or a fragment? Write (S) for sentence and (F) for fragment.

1. Melissa, the dog and I. __________
2. We went to the aquarium last weekend. __________
3. In the tanks, we saw fish. __________
4. Jelly fish and sea horses. __________
5. There were polar bears in the pools. __________
6. And sea lions on rocks. __________
7. Loved this experience so much. __________
8. We want to go back again. __________
Fragments and sentences

Grade 2 Sentences Worksheet

Answers

1. Melissa, the dog and I.    F

2. We went to the aquarium last weekend.    S

3. In the tanks, we saw fish.    S

4. Jelly fish and sea horses.    F

5. There were polar bears in the pools.    S

6. And sea lions on rocks.    F

7. Loved this experience so much.    F

8. We want to go back again.    S